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This series of papers presents a complete development and complexity analysis of a decision
method, and a quantifier elimination method, for the first order theory of the reaIs. The
compl exity upper bounds which are established are the best presently available , both for
sequential and parallel computation, and both for the bit model of computation and the real
number model of computation; except for the bounds pertaining to the sequential decision
method in the bit model of computation, all bounds represent significant improvements over
previously established bounds.
1. Introduction
An introduction to this series of papers is provided in Part I. We assume that the reader
has read that introduction and here only provide a synopsis of the main results proven
in this paper.
We focus on the decision problem for sentences of the form
(Qtx[t) ERn,) . • . (QwX["') ERn. )P(X[l)• • • • • X["']) .
where
(i) each Qk is one of the quantifiers 3 or V;
(ii) p(X[I)• •• •• x[...]) is a quantifier free Boolean formula with atomic predicates
g;(x[l)• • • • • x["'])~;O. i = 1• .. .• m.
each g; :X;=I Rn • ~ R being a polynomial of degree at most d ~ 2. and ~; being
anyone of the standard relations
>.~.=.'=.~.<. (1.1)
The data describing the sentence are ta, QI, ...• Q.... n., • • • , n"" m. ~I •...• ~m. d. the
coefficients of the polynomials gl, •.. , gm and a Boolean function IP:{Of l}" ~ {Of I} used
to define P as follows :
P(x) := IP(B(x»
where
{
I if g,(x)~;O
Bi(x) := 0
otherwise.
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We let Time(P, N) denote the worst case time (over all vectors in {O, l}") required to
evaluate P using N parallel processors.
If the coefficients of {gjh are integers, we assume that they are of bit length at most L.
The main result we prove in this paper is the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. There is an algorithmfor the decision problem for ETh(IR) that requires only
(md)20(~ln,n, operations and (md)On:,n,1 calls to P.
The algorithm requires no divisions. The algorithm can be implemented in parallel, requiring
time
[2W ( qnk ) IOg(md)] 0(11 +Time(P, N)
if (md)20(~lrhn, processors are used for the operations and N(md)O(r.,n,1 processors are
used for the calls (for any N'2= 1).
When restricted to sentences involving only polynomials with integer coefficients, the
algorithm becomes a decision method for Th(IR) requiring only
L(Iog L)(Iog log L)(md)20(W1n,n.
sequential bit operations and (md)O(r..n,> calls to P. When implemented in parallel the
algorithm requires time
IOg(L{2W ( Qnk ) log(md) ] 0(11 +Time(P, N)
if L2(md)2o(~)n.n, processors are used for bit operations and N(md) O(r.,n,> processors are
used for the calls (for any N'2= 1).
We prove several propositions, in the course of proving the theorem, that are themselves
interesting. We now recall a few definitions so that we can discuss these propositions.
The sign vector of g\, ... ,gm: IR n~ IR at X E IRn is the vector U E {-I, 0, l]" defined by:
a, = 1 if g;(x) > 0; U; = 0 if g;(x) = 0; U ; =-1 if g;(x) < O. The "connected sign partition"
CSP{g;h of IRn generated by gl>"" gm is the partition of IR n whose elements are the
maximal connected subsets of IRn with the following property: x and x are in the same
element only if the sign vector of {gjh at x is the same as at X.
Now assume that gl> . . . ,gm :lRnlxlRn2~1R are polynomials of degree at most d'2=2.
The "projected connected sign partition" PCSP{gj}; of IR n• is the partition of IRna whose
elements are the maximal connected subsets of IRna with the property that X[I], xU] E IR n•
are in the same element only if they lie in the projections onto IR n• of exactly the same
elements of CSP{g;};.
In section 3 we show how to efficiently construct a set {hill of (md)0(n21polynomials
h.: IR n• ~ IR of degree at most (md) 0(n2> with the property that the partition CSP{h;}; of
IR n, is at least as fine as the partition PCSP{g;};, i.e. if two points are in the same element
of CSP{h;}; then they are in the same element of PCSP{g;};. The results are summarized
in Proposition 3.4. The result is noteworthy in that the number of polynomials in {hi};'
and the degrees of those polynomials, do not depend on nl and are only singly exponential
in n2' This is important in establishing the complexity bounds of Theorem 1.1.
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Now assume that gl,"" gm: X;=I IR"· ~ IR. We let xJ) denote a point in X{=llRn•. For
r: E X~=tRn• define S(w)(xw1) to be. the sig~1vector of ~gJi l!ot x w]. Assuming that
SU+I)(Xl+ I J) has been defined for all Xl+ I) E x: IR n• for Xl] E x: jRn. definek=I' k=1
S(j)(xil ) := {S(j+l)(ij+ I ] ) ; iil = xil} .
Define §:= {S(J)(x l ] ) ; Xl] E IR"'}.
Constructing § efficiently is a crucial step in our decision procedure. The relevance of
§ for the decision problem and its construction are discussed in sections 4 and 5. Bounds
on the number of elements of §, and bounds on the number of operations and amount
oftime required to construct it, are presented in Proposition 5.1. Theorem 1.1 is established
in section 5 primarily as a consequence of that proposition.
In section 6, the ideas from the preceding sections are extended slightly to reduce the
problem of designing an efficient quantifier elimination procedure to an easier problem.
Solving the easier problem is the subject of Part III.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we collect six propositions and a lemma from Part I that will be used
in designing and analysing the decision method.
Before stating the propositions we recall that the connected components of semi-
algebraic sets are path-connected. This well known fact is important in our proofs. A
proof of the path-connectedness was provided in Appendix C of Part I.
We state the propositions in the order in which they were proven in Part I.
For positive integers nand D, define
f!i3(n + 1, d):= {U"-I, r:'. ... , i, 1,0); i E Z, 0sis nD2} , (2.1)
a subset of IR n+l. Let en + I := (0, ... , 0, 1) E IR"+I. For X E C
n+1 satisfying Xn+1 ;I:- 0, define
Aff(X):= (1/ Xn+I)(XI, ... , X"), the "affine image" of X.
The first proposition is just a restatement of the second half of Proposition 2.3.1 from
Part I.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that R : jR"+I~ IR is a polynomial ofdegree at most D. Assume
that R is not identically zero and factors linearly (over the complex numbers)
R(U)=n~(i). V,
i
where ~(i). U:= L
j
~J')~. Then for each i for which Aff( ~(i» is well-defined, there exist
{3 E @(n+l, D) and OSjS D such that the univariate polynomial t~ R({3 + ten+l) is not
identically zero and for some real zero t' of t ~ R({3 + ten+l), the vector
I d
J
( I )~ := dt j VR {3 + t en + 1
satisfies Aff{f) = Aff(~(i».
Let IR Poly(m, n, d) denote the vector space consisting of all systems of real polynomials
(gl" .. , gm): IRn~ IRm for which each polynomial in the system is of degree at most d.
By identifying systems with their vector of coefficients, IR Poly(m, n, d) is identified with
IR N for the appropriate N.
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For g = {g,}; E IR Poly(m, n, d), let CSP{g,}; be the connected sign partitioning {gJI' as
defined in the Introduction.
The next proposition is just a restatement of Proposition 3.8.1 from Part I.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let m:= min{m, n}. There exists a set gIl(m, n, d) of (md)O(n) poly-
nomials R: IR Poly(m, n, d) x IRn+1~ IR of degree at most D = (md) O(n) with the following
properties:
(i) iffor g E IR Poly(m, n, d) we define
gil{gJI := {U ~ R(g, U); R E gIl(m, n, d)}
then for each element of CSP{gJI there exists R E gil{gJI such that R is not identically
zero and factors linearly (over the complex numbers) n. ~(I). U where for some i,
Aff(~('») is in the element: I
(ii) for each g E IR Poly(m, n, d) and each (3E IR n+l the entire set ofunivariate polynomials
t ~ R({3 + ten+l)
dJ
t ~ dt J VR({3 + ten+1 ), j =0, ... , D
obtained from all R E gIl{gJI can be constructed from {3 and the coefficients of {gJI
with (md)O(n) operations in time [n log(md)]O(l) using (md)O(n) processors; if the
coefficients of (3 and {gl}; are integers of bit length at most L, then all numbers
occurring during the construction are integers of bit length at most L(md)O(n).
For a finite set {g,}; of polynomials gl: IRn, x IR"'..."IR, and for xU) E IRn" define the
"connected sign partition" CSP{x(2)~ gl(X[I), x(2))}; of IRn2 to be the partition of IR'"
whose elements are the maximal connected subsets of IRn2 with the following property:
if x(2) and X[2) are in the same element, then the sign vector of {x(2)~ g/(X[l), X[2))}; at
X[2) is the same as at £[2).
The next proposition is just a restatement of Proposition 3.9.1 from Part I.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that gl' ... , gm:IRn, x IRn2~ IR are polynomials ofdegree at most
d~2. Let m:=min{m, n2}' There exist a set gIl{g,};(xU)) of (md)0(n2) polynomials in the
variables (X[l), U) E IRn, x IR n2+1 of degree at most D = (md)0(n2) with the following
properties:
(i) for each X[l) E IR n , and for each element of the connected sign partition
CSp{X[2) ~ g/(X[l), X[2))}; of IR'" there exists R E gIl{g,};(X[I)) such that
U ~ R(X[I), U) is not identically zero andfactors linearly (over the complex numbers)
n~(i) • U where for some i, Aff(~(i)) is in the element;
(ii) for each (3E IR n2+ 1 the entire set ofpolynomials
(XU) t) ~ R(xU] (3+ te ), ,n2+1
(X[ll, t) ~ :t~ VuR(x[I], (3+ ten2+ 1) , j =0, ... , D
obtained from all R E gil{gl};(xU)) can be constructed from {3 and the coefficients of
{g,h with (md)0(n,n2) operations in time [n1n2Iog(md)] 0(1) using (md) 0(n,n2) parallel
processors; if the coefficients of {3 and {gJI are integers of bit length at most L, all
numbers occurring during the computations will be integers of bit length at most
(L+ nl)(md) 0(n2).
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The next proposition is just a restatement of Proposition 3.10.1 from Part I. The reader
is advised to only read the proposition lightly now, and then return to it when the context
in which it is useful has been developed.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that
. j
gY): X IRn • -IR, i = 1, ••• , mj
k=1
are polynomials of degree at most dj 2=: 2. Let G~j) be any non-zero constant multiple of the
polynomial obtained from g~j) by homogenizing (to degree dj) with respect to each X[kl,
k = 1, • • . .i -1, separately. Define .mj := min{mj, nj}' There exists a set ~{Gy)};(xj-I]) of
~ = (mA)O{nj) polynomials R: X~=I IRn . +1 ~ IR ofdegree at most Dj =j(mA) O(nj) with the
following properties:
(i) for each Xj-I] =(X[I], .. . , X(j-I) E X{:\IR n. + 1 satisfying X~~~I;e0 for all k, and
for each element of CSP{x[J) - gy)(.xl-I), x(j])}/t where
Xl-I]:= (X[I], •• • ,X(j-I]), X[k]:= Aff(X[k]),
there exists R E ~{GY)h(xj-I]) such that U - R(Xj-l), U) is not identically zero
and factors linearly (over the complex numbers) n, ~(I). U where for some i, Aff(~(I)
is in the element;
(ii) for any system ofpolynomials
}-I
qj-I]: IR j - 1~ X IR n. +1
k=1
of degree at most dj_l2=: 1, and for any ~ E IR nj + l , the entire set of polynomials in
(tj-Il, tj):= (tit . • • , tj)
(t}-I], tj) - R[qj-I)(tj-I), ~ + tjenj+IJ
( j-I] ) d ' V R[ j- I)( j-I]) a. ] • 0 Dt , t} - -dI u q t ,,..,+ tjenj+1 , , = ," ', j
tj
obtained from all R E !'Jl{gY)MXj-I]) can be constructed from ~ and the coefficients
of the polynomials
((tj-I), x[JI) _ GY)(qj-I](t}-I]), xl])~};
with (jdj_l)o(J)(mjdj )O{jnj) operations, in time [jn} 10g(dj_Imjdj )]0(1) using
(jdj_I)O(j)(mjdj )O{Jnj ) parallel processors; if the coefficients of~ and the polynomials
{(t}-I], x[j) _ GY)(qj-I](tj-l), x(j])};
are integers of bit length at most L, then all numbers occurring in the construction
will be integers of bit length at most [L+ (jdj_l) ° (I)](mjdj )O{nj).
A vector uE{-I,O, I}" is said to be a " consistent sign vector" for the set {g,}:"=1 of
polynomials g,: IR n -IR if there exists x E IR n such that the sign vector of {g,}; at x is a.
The next proposition is just a restatement of Proposition 4.1 from Part I.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Any set of polynomials g/t ••• , gm : IRn~ R, of degree at most d, has at
most (md) O(n) consistent sign vectors. The entire set of consistent sign vectors can be
constructed from the coefficients of {g,}, with (md)O(n) operations in time [n log(md)]O(l)
using (md)O(n) parallel processors. If the coefficients of {gil, are integers of bit length at
most L, then the construction can be accomplished with L(log L)(log log L)(md)O(n) sequen-
tial bit operations, or in time (log L)[n 10g(md)]O(l) using L2(md)O(n) parallel processors.
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The next proposition will be used implicitly throughout the paper. A proof of the
proposition can be found in Appendix A of Part I.
PROPOSITION 2.6. (Csanky, 1976). There is an algorithm which, given any n == 1 and any
complex n x n matrix A, computes n! det(A) without divisions in time O(log2(n» using
nO(\) parallel processors. If the coefficients of A are integers of bit length at most L, all
numbers occurring during the computation will be integers of bit length at most Ln°(l).
The following easily proven lemma is established in appendix B of Part I.
LEMMA 2.7. Assume that f: C" ~ C is a polynomial of degree at most d == 2. Then
[0 0 ,.; <k,.;d (k - j)]"f can be computed solely from the values f(x), x E {O, 1, ... ,d}", using
do("1 operations (no divisions). The computations can be implemented in parallel, requiring
time [n 10g(d)]O(1) if doe") processors are used. If the values f(x), x E {O, 1, ... , d} are
integers ofbit length at most L, all numbers occurring during the computation will be integers
of bit length at most L+ nd°(l).
3. Construction of a Set of Polynomials that Delineates the Boundaries
of the Projection of a Connected Sign Partition
Assume that g\> ••• , gm: IR"I x IR"'~ IR are polynomials of degree at most d?:. 2. Let
CSP{gJ; denote the connected sign partition of IR"I x IR'" generated by the polynomials g;.
Define the "projected connected sign partition" PCSP{g;h of IR"I as the set whose
elements are the maximal connected subsets oflR"' with the following property: two points
are in the same element only if they are in the projections of exactly the same elements
of CSP{g;h. (Here, "projection" refers to the projection of IR"' x lR"z onto IR"'.)
The purpose of this section is to construct a set {hili of(md)O("z) polynomials h.: IR"' ~ IR
of degree at most (md)O("z) with the property that the connected sign partition CSP{h;h
of IR"' is at least as fine as PCSP{g;h, i.e, if two points are in the same element of CSP{h;h
then they are in the same element of PCSP{gih. Our decision method for the first order
theory of the reals will rely on using this construction recursively. Readers familiar with
Collins (1975) will see the importance of his ideas in what follows.
The construction of the {hJ; is motivated by the following lemma. We momentarily
free d from being defined as a bound on the degrees of the polynomials gi.
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that
d
p(t) = L a.t',
;=0
e
q(t) = L b/
;=0
are real univariate polynomials, where ad ~ 0~ be. Let 0:5 k < min{d, e} and define M to
be the (d+e-k)x(d+e-2k) matrix [mij] where
._ {ad +J- ; ifj:5 e- kmlj.- ..
bk +J- ; if» e-k
i.e. the jth column of M is the coefficient vector of t~ te- k- jp(t) if j:5 e - k, and is the
coefficient vector of t ~ td+e-2k-jq(t) if j > e - k. (Here we define a; =0 if i < 0 or i> d,
and similarly for b;.) Then p and q have at least k+ 1 common complex zeros counting
multiplicities if and only if
(3.I)
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PROOF. This is just a slight generalization of the ideas behind the well-known Sylvester
resultant.
First note that P and q have at least k+ 1 common zeros counting multiplicities if and
only if there exist real univariate polynomials p, qof degrees at most e - k - 1, d - k-l
such that pP + qq == O.
Let Pdenote the vector space of two-tuples (P, q) of real univariate polynomials where
ft is of degree at most e - k -1 and q is of degree at most d - k - 1. We can identify P
with Rd+~-2k by
( ~-k- t d-k-I ), A I..... .A A At.L a,t, L b,t ~ (a~-k-h • . . ' ao, bd - k-h . . . , bo).
, ~O i~O
Let P denote the vector space of real univariate polynomials ofdegree at most d + e - k -1.
We can identify P with Rd+~-k by
d+~-k-I
L Cit' ~ (Cd+~+k-It •• • , co)·
i - O
Fixingp and q to be the polynomials in the statement ofthe proposition, (P, q) ~ PP + qq
defines a linear transformation from Pinto P. From the preceding, this transformation
has a non-trivial null space if and only if P and q have at least k+ 1 common zeros
counting multiplicities. For our coordinate systems the transformation matrix is M. The
lemma follows .
For D> 0 let Po (E:R0+1) be the vector space of real univariate polynomials of degree
at most D. Towards constructing the set {hi}, we first define a set {H,lt of polynomials
Hi: Po x Po -+ R.
For each choice of 1:s d:s D, 1:s e s: D and O:s k< min{d, e} define Hd~k : Po x Po -+ R
by
Hd,e,k(P, q) := det M™
where M is the matri~ of ~emma 3.b for the truncated polynomials L:=o as', L;~o b,t '
assuming that pet) = Li~O as', q(t) = L i_Ob/. Let {Hi},denote the set of these polynomials
along with the 2D+2 polynomials
(p,q)~a" i=O, • . . ,D
(p, q) ~ b., i=O, •. . , D.
Let CSP{Hilt denote the connected sign partition of Po x Po (E:R 20 +2) generated by
{Hi},.
LEMMA 3.2. If (PI, ql), (P2' q2) E Po x Po are in the same element of CSP{Hi } " then
(i) degreefp.) =degreefpy),
(ii) degree(qa) = degree(q2),
(iii) the number ofcommon complex zeros counting multiplicities for PI and qa is the same
as the number for P2 and q2.
PROOF. Both (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that the Polynomials (3.1) are included in
{H,}, . But if (i) and (ii) hold, then (iii) follows from the path connectedness of semi-
algebraic sets and Lemma 3.1 because the polynomials Hd,~.k are in {Hi}" where d =
degreef p.) = degree(p2) and e = degreefq.) = degree(q2) .
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We again fix d to refer to an upper bound on the degrees of the polynomials gl.
Let ~{glh(X[I]) denote the set of (md)O("2) polynomials R :IR"'x !R"2+1~!R of degree
at most D =(md)O("2)as in Proposition 2.3. Enlarging ~{g,h(X[I]) if necessary, we assume
that if R is an element of ~{g,};(x[l]) then so is - R. Make note that we have now fixed
D. Let 8(/(n2+ 1, D) c 1R"2+1 be as defined by (2.1).
Combining Propositions 2.1 and 2.3(i) implies the following.
For every X[I] E R"a and every element of the connected sign partition
CSp{X[2]~ g,(x[l], x[2])h
of R"l there exist R E ~{g,h(x[l]), f3 E 8(/(n2+ 1, D) and Osjs D such that for some real
zero t' of
the vector
dJ
I:':=-V R(x[l] f3+t'e )
!> dt ' U , "2+ 1
satisfies g~2+1> 0 and Aff(g ') is in the element. (Here, Vu denotes the vector of derivatives
with respect to the last n2 + 1 coordinates.) That we may assume g~2+1> 0 is a consequence
of -R being in ~{gih(X[I]) if R is.
Let GI denote the homogenization of gl with respect to the x(2) coordinates, i.e. viewing
x[l] as constant.
For every HE {H,}" R E ~{g;};(X[I]), f3 E 8(/(n2+ 1, D), Osjs D and GI we can define
the following polynomials in X[I]:
X[I]~ H[t ~ R(X[I] f3 + te ) t~~ R(X[I) f3 + te)] (3.2), "2+1 , dt ' "2+1
X[I] ~ H[t ~ R(x[l), f3 + te"2+1), t~ GI(x[l), g)] (3.3)
x[l]~ H[t ~ R(x[l), f3 + te"2+ 1) , t ~ g"2+1] (3.4)
where
dJ
g=g(X[I], t):= dt J V uR(x[ll,/3+te"2+1) .
Let {h,}, denote the set of polynomials in X[I] obtained in this manner.
(3.5)
PROPOSITION 3.3. The connected sign partition CSP{h;h of !R"' is at least asfine as the
projected connected sign partition PCSP{g,h.
PROOF. Fix x[l] and X[I] to refer to points in different elements of PCSP{g,h. We want
to prove that they also lie in different elements of CSP{h,h. Since the connected com-
ponents of semi-algebraic sets are path-connected, it suffices to show that given any
continuous path')': [0, 1]~ R"a from ')'(0)=X[I] to ')'(1) =x[l] there exist Os Sl' S2 S 1 such
that ')'(Sl) and ')'(S2) lie in different elements of CSP{h,h.
Because X[I) and x[l] lie in different elements of PCSP{g,h there exist 0 s s* s 1 and
S* E CSP{g,h such that ')'(s*) lies in the projection of S* but {y(s); 0 S Ss I} is not
entirely contained in the projection of S*.
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Since {X[2]; ('Y(s*), X[2l) E S*} is a union of elements of CSp{x[2l~ g,( 'Y(s*), X[2l)}"
there exist R E ~ {gih(x[ll), PE ~(n2+ 1, D) and O:5j:5 D with the following property:
for some zero 1* of
the vector
~*:= ~('Y(s*), 1*)
is such that ~~2+t > 0 and ('Y(s*), Aff(s*» E S*. (Here ~(x[t), I) is as defined by (3.5.)
Henceforth fix R, P and j to satisfy this property and let 1* be the noted zero.
Consider the family of univariate polynomials
(3.6)
for 0:5 s:51. We now prove we may assume that all of these polynomials have the same
degree. Assume otherwise and let St, S2 denote choices for S at which the degrees of the
resulting polynomials Pt , P2 differ. Then by Lemma 3.2(i), for every choice of qt, q2E PD
the pair (Pt, qt) lies in a different element of CSP{Hih than the pair (P2' q2)' Because
the polynomials (3.2) are contained in {hil" it then follows that 'Y(St) and 'Y(S2) lie in
different elements of {hi},' Hence we may assume that the degrees of the polynomials
(3.6) are identical since otherwise we are done. Let d denote this common degree.
Let 1(t)(S), •.• , l(a)(S) denote the zeros of (3.6). We may assume that each t(i)(s) is
continuous in s and we may assume that I(I)(S*) = t",
We now prove that we may assume that 1(t)(S) is real for all 0:5 S :5 1. Assume otherwise.
Then because the non-real zeros of real polynomials occur in conjugate pairs, it follows
that there exist 0:5 St, S2:51 such that the number of common complex zeros counting
multiplicities for the polynomial (3.6) and its derivative when S = St is different than the
number when S = S2' Because the polynomials (3.2) are contained in {hili> it then follows
from Lemma 3.2(iii) that 'Y(St) and 'Y(S2) lie in different elements of {hili' Hence, we may
assume that t(l)(s) is real for all 0:5 S:51 since otherwise we are done.
Define
s(i)(S):= s( 'Y(s), t(i)(S».
We now prove we may assume that s~~~t(s)> 0 for all 0:5 s:5 1. Assume otherwise. Because
S~2+t =~~~~t(s*) > 0, by the continuity of 1(t)(S), .•• , l(a)(S), ~(t)(s), ..• , s(a)(s) in s there
then exist St, S2 E [0, 1] such that the number of common complex zeros counting multi-
plicities for
and
qt(/):= ~"2+1('Y(St), I)
is different than the number for the pair of polynomials (P2' q2) obtained by replacing
St with S2' Then by Lemma 3.2(iii), (Pt, qt) lies in a different element of CSP{Hili than
(P2' q2); because the polynomials (3.4) are contained in {hili> 'Y(St) then lies in a different
element of CSP{hili than 'Y(S2)' Hence we may assume that ~"2+t(S)> 0 for all 0:5 S:51
since otherwise we are done.
Note we have now established that we may assume x(t)(s):= Aff[~(t)(s)]is well-defined,
real, and continuous for 0:5 S :5 1.
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We can now complete the proof. Recall that (y(s*), x(l)(s*» E S* and that not all of
{y(s); Os s s I} lies in the projection of S*. In particular there must exist Os ss 1 and
1sis m such that either
(i) g,( y(s*), x(l)(s*» ~ 0 and g,( y(s), x(l)(s» == 0
or
(ii) g/( y(s*), x(l)(s*» == 0 and gi( y(s), x(l)(s» ~ 0
and hence either
(i) G,( y(s*), ~(t)(s*»~ 0 and G/(y(s), ~(I)(s» == 0
or
(ii) G,( y(s*), ~(t)(s*» == 0 and G,( y(s), ~(I)(s»~ O.
But then by the continuity of t(l)(s), •.. , t(c1)(s), ~(t)(s), .. . , ~(c1)(s) in s there exist
Os Slo S2S 1 such that the number of complex zeros counting multiplicities for
and
is different than the number for the pair of polynomials (Plo q2) obtained by replacing
Sl with S2' By Lemma 3.2(iii), (PI, q.) lies in a different element ofCSP{H,}, than (Plo q2);
because the polynomials (3.3) are contained in {h,}" y(sl) thus lies in a different element
of CSP{h,}, than Y(S2)' The proof is now complete.
Combining the previous proposition with the bounds provided by Propositions 2.3 and
2.6, and Lemma 2.7, we obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume that gl' ... ' gm:Rn, xRnz~ R are polynomials ofdegree at most
d ~2. Let m :== min{m, n2}' There exists a set {h,}, of (md)O(nz) polynomials h, :Rn'~R of
degree at most (md) O(nz) with the following properties:
(i) if two points in Rn , lie in different elements of the projected connected sign partition
PCSP{gi}, then they lie in different elements of the connected sign partition CSP{h,},;
(ii) the entire set {h,}, can be constructed from the coefficients of {g,l, with (md)O(n,nz)
operations in time [nln210g(md)]O(l) using (md)O(n, nz) parallel processors; if the
coefficients of {g,} , are integers of bit length at most L, then all numbers occurring
during the construction will be integers of bit length at most (L+ nl)(md)O(nz).
4. A Decision Method for the Case of a Single Quantifier Alternation
4.1. In this section and the next section we combine the preceding results to construct
a decision method for the first order theory of the reals. In this section we focus on the
special case of one quantifier alternation. The generalization to an arbitrary number of
alternations is fairly straightforward once this special case is understood. The generali-
zation is presented in the next section.
The method presented in this section will rely on the algorithm of Proposition 2.5 for
determining the consistent sign vectors of a set of polynomials. As was shown in section
4 of Part I, that algorithm easily extends to give a decision method for the case of no
quantifier alternations, i.e. a decision method for the existential theory of the reals.
(4.1.3)
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We work towards our goal in a somewhat roundabout manner, introducing only a few
new ideas at a time.
On to the mathematics.
Assume that we wish to determine the truth or falsity of either the sentence
(3X(I)E1R"')(V'x(2) E1R"2)P(x[J), X(2) (4.1.1)
or the sentence
(V'X(I) e 1R"')(3x(2) e 1R"2)P(x[Jl, X(2) (4.1.2)
where p(X(I), x(2) is a quantifier free formula with atomic predicates gj(x[Jl, x(2)~jO, ~j
being any of the standard relations (1.1). Let d denote an upper bound on the degrees
of the polynomials gj.
For each sign vector uE{-I,O, l}" define B(U)E{O, l}" by
{
I ~fuj= 1 and~jE{>,~,;=}
B ( )
._ 1 If a, = 0 and ~j e {;::::, =, $)
j U .- •
1 Ifu=-land~je{;=,$,<}
o otherwise
Define S(P) to be the set of all consistent sign vectors U of {gJj for which I?(B(u» = 1.
Relying on Proposition 2.5, S(P) can be constructed with (md)O(",+"z) operations plus
(md)O("'+"2) calls to I? The construction can be accomplished in time
[(n l + n2) 10g(md)]o(t)+Time(l?, N)
if (md)O("'+"2) processors are used for the operations and N(md)O(",+"z) processors are
used for the calls. Proposition 2.5 also provides analogous complexity bounds for the bit
model assuming that the coefficients of {gjh are integers.
For X(I) e lR"t define S(X(I) to be the set of consistent sign vectors for the polynomials
X(2)~ gj(x(l), X(2), i = 1, ... , m. (4.1.4)
Define
S:= {S(x(l); X(I) e IR"'}.
Note that the sentence (4.1.1) is true if and only if the "sentence"
(3SeS)(V'uE S)ue S(P)
is true. Similarly, the sentence (4.1.2) is true if and only if the sentence
(V'SES)(3ue S)ue S(P)
is true. Hence, to determine whether or not (4.1.1) (or (4.1.2) is true, we need only
construct S. We now begin developing a method for constructing S.
Assume that X(I) and X(I) are in the same element of the projected connected sign
partition PCSP{gjh of IR"' as defined at the beginning of section 3. It is then an easy
consequence of the definition of PCSP{glh that the consistent sign vectors for the set of
polynomials (4.1.4) are the same as those for the set
X(2]~ gj(x(l), x(2), i = 1, ... , m.
Hence, if for each element of PCSP{gJi we knew a member X(I) then we could easily
construct S.
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Let m :=min(m, n2)' Let {hj}; be the set of ml =(md)0("2) polynomials hj : lR"a ~ IR of
degree at most d, =(md)0("2) constructed in section 3. In section 3 we showed that the
connected sign partition CSP{h j}; of lR"a is at least as fine as PCSP{gj},. Consequently,
from the foregoing discussion, if for each element of CSP{h j}j we knew a member X[I]
then we could easily construct S.
In general we cannot construct a member for each element of CSP{h j};. However we
can construct a "symbolic representation" of a member. The representation can be used
to achieve what we want. We now discuss the representation.
Let ~{h;}l be the set of M I = (md) 0("'"2) polynomials R: lR"a+1~ IR of degree at most
D I= (md)0("a"2) as in Proposition 2.2(i) . By enlarging ~{hl}l if necessary, we may assume
that if R is an element of ~{hl}, then so is -R. Let ~(nl + 1, D I ) be as defined by (2.1).
For each element of CSP{hl}; there exists R E ~{hl}h R ¢ 0, such that R factors linearly
ill g(l) . U where for some i, Aff(~( '» is in the element. Hence, relying on Proposition
2.1, for each element of CSP{h/}, there exist R E ~{hl}' f3 E ~(nl + 1, D I) and O:Sj:s D I
such that the following holds: defining
p(t):= R(f3 + te"a+ l)
d J
q(t) := dt J VR(f3 + te"a+l)
(4.1.5)
(4.1.6)
p¢O and there exists a real zero f of p such that q"I+I(f»O and Aff[q(f)] is in the
element. (In stating q"a+I(f)> 0 we are using that both Rand -R are in ~{hj};')
The pair of univariate polynomials (p, q) almost gives a constructive representation of
a point in the element. What remains to be represented is the explicit zero f which in
general cannot be constructed exactly. We need a representation of I that allows it to be
distinguished from the other real zeros of p. The representation that we use comes from
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.1.1 ("Thom's lemma"). Assume that p ¢ 0 is an arbitrary real univariate
polynomial ofdegree e. If t', t" E IR are such that t' < t" and for some O:s i < e there is a zero
of the ith derivative pel) contained in the interval [t ', t"], then for some i:s 1< e, the sign of
p(l)(t') differs from the sign ofpC/)(t").
PROOF. If suffices to show that the interval [t', t"] contains exactly one zero, counting
multiplicities, of p(/) for some i:s 1< e. However, this follows simply from the fact that
p(e-I) has exactly one zero counting multiplicities and the following fact, which is a
consequence of the mean value theorem and the fact that a zero of multiplicity m for
p(l-I) is a zero of multiplicity m -1 for p(l): the number of zeros, counting multiplicities,
for p(l) in the interval is at most one less than the number for pC/-J).
Others have recognized the usefulness of this easy proposition, e.g, Coste & Roy (1988) .
It is of fundamental importance in the quantifier elimination method of Fitchas et al.
(1987) .
Combining the lemma with the previous ideas we find that for each element of CSP{h,},
there exist R E ~{h/}h f3 E ~(nl+ 1, D I), O:sj:S D I and O'IE{-l, 0, 1}, 1=0, ... , Db such
that if p and q are defined as in (4.1.5) and (4.1.6), then (i) p has a unique real zero I
at which the sign of pc/) is 0'/ for all 1=0, ... , Db (ii) q"I+1 (f) > 0 and, (iii) Aff[q(f)] is
in the element. The tuple (p, q, 0') serves as a representation of a point in the element.
(4.18)
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Of course each choice of R, {3, j and 0' does not give a tuple (p, q, 0') representing a
point in the above manner. Those tuples that do not represent points fall into three
categories. First, we do not consider tuples with O'o;oe 0 to represent points. Second,
although 0'0 =0 there may not exist a real zero f of p at which the sign of p(/) is 0', for
all 1= 0, ... , D I • Third, there may exist a real zero I of p at which the sign of p(/) is 0',
for all I =0, . . . , D I but q"I+I(i)::; O.
If a tuple does not fall into any of the above categories it does indeed represent a
unique point. To see this let I be a real zero of p at which the sign of p(l) is 0', for all
1= 0, . .. ,DI and such that q"I+I(i) > O. The fact that q"I+I(i) ~ 0 and the definitions of
p and q imply that p ~ O. Consequently, from the lemma, I is the unique zero of p at
which the sign of p(/) is 0'/ for all I =0, .. . , D ,. The unique point represented by the tuple
is of course Aff[q(i)].
We have now seen that each tuple that is not contained in any of the previously
mentioned categories represents a unique point in !R"I, and each element of CSP{h;} , has
a member point represented in this way.
Let T be the set of tuples (p, q, 0') which represent points. A procedure for constructing
T is easily described as follows. Let (P- Q) denote the set of pairs (p, q) defined by
(4.1.5) and (4.1.6) for all choices of Re8fi{h,}, (3e@(nl+l,D,), O::;j::;D,. The set
(P - Q) consists of (md) 0(","2)elements. Invoking Proposition 2.2(ii), it can be constructed
with (md)0("1"2) operations. in time [nln2Iog(md)]O(l) using (md)0("2"Z) parallel pro-
cessors.
For each element (p, q) e (P - Q) determine the consistent sign vectors of the set of
univariate polynomials
1=0,1, ... , D I
q"I+I(t).
From the consistent sign vectors the tuples (P. q, 0') representing points are easily deter-
mined. Relying on Proposition 2.5, T can thus be constructed with (md)0("1"2) operations
in time [nln2Iog(md)]O(l) using (md)0("'"2) parallel processors.
Recall that our goal is to construct the family S. Recall that this could be easily
accomplished if for each element of CSP{h;}, we knew a member point. Although we
cannot in general construct member points, we now have the set T of tuples (p, q, u)
representing member points.
To construct S it suffices for each tuple (p, q, 0') e T to determine the set of consistent
sign assignments of
X[2]~ g,(x[l], X[2]), i =1, . . . , m (4.1.7)
where X[I] is the point represented by (P. q, 0'). This can be accomplished as follows.
Using the algorithm of Proposition 2.5, determine the consistent sign assignments for
the following set of polynomials in the variables (r, x[2])e !R x !R"::
p(/)(t), 1=0,1, . . . , D I
O/(q(t), X[2]). i =1, . .. , m
where 0/ is the homogenization of g/ with respect to the X[I] coordinates. This is
accomplished with (md)O("I"~) operations in time [n.n2Iog(md)]O(l) using (md)O(",n~)
parallel processors.
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Let IE IR be the unique point at which the sign of p(I) is u, for all 1= O•...• D I; then
X[I] = Aff[q(i)] and qn,+I(i) > O. For any point .i[2] E IR n , . it follows that the sign of
g,(x[l]. X[2]) equals that of G,(q(i). x[2]). As should now be obvious. the consistent sign
vectors for the polynomials (4.1.7) are precisely the last m coordinates of those consistent
sign vectors. for the polynomials (4.1.8), whose first D. + 1 coordinates are o: By consider-
ing all pairs (P. q, u) E T in defining (4.1.8), one obtains §.
In all, we have presented a method for constructing § with (md)O(n,n~) operations in
time [nln210g(md)]O(1) using (md)O(n,n~) parallel processors. In the next section we
present a better bound.
4.2. The above method does not have a completely obvious generalization. Also, as a
matter of aesthetics. it would be nicer to reduce the decision problem for the case of a
single quantifier alternation involving vectors of variables x[l] and X[2] to the problem of
determining the set of consistent sign assignments of sets of polynomials in two variables
'I and ' 2 rather than in n2+ 1 variables 'I and x[2] as we have just done. The goal of
presenting a method that does have a rather obvious generalization and the goal of having
a method that reduces to the two variables 'I and ' 2 are intertwined, as will soon become
apparent. Moreover, our reduction to two variables will provide a bound of (md)O(n,n,)
operations as opposed to the (md)O(n,n~) bound just established.
We begin introducing notation that will allow for easy generalization in the next section.
First, we use x 2] to refer to a point (x[l]. x[2]) E IR n , x 1Rn,.
For x 2 ] E IR n , x 1Rn" define Sl2l(x2]) to be the sign vector of {gil, at x 2]. For x E IR n , . define
S(I)(X[I]):= {S(2)(X2]); X[I] = X[I]}.
Of course
§ = {S(I)(X[I); X[l)E IR n. } .
In terms of this notation, we find that the sentence (4.1.1) is true if and only if the sentence
(3S(I) E §)('v'S(2) E S(I)S(2) E S(P).
is true. Similarly for (4.1.2).
We now begin working towards another construction of §. Here is some additional
notation that will allow easy generalization. We rename the polynomials g/ by g12) and
we rename the polynomials we have been denoting as h, by gP). Thus, the partition
CSP{g11)}, of IR n , is at least as fine as the partition PCSP{g12)},.
Recall that (P-Q) was defined to be the set of (md)O(n,n,) pairs (p, q) defined by
(4.1.5) and (4.1.6) for all choices of R, f3 and OSjS D I. We rename (P- Q) by (P- Q)(I).
We denote elements in (P - Q)(I) by (Pit q[l]). Thus, for each element of CSP{g~I)},
there exist (PI,q[l)E(P-Q)(I) and u~I)E{-I,O,l}, I=O..... D It such that 1'1)=
(PI, q[ll, u[l) represents a point in the element. We let T(I) denote those tuples 1'1)
representing points. Thus, T(I) is what we earlier denoted by T.
Note that for each S(I)E§ there exists 1'1) ET(I) representing a point X[I] for which
S(I)= S(I)(X[I).
Let G12) be any non-zero constant multiple of the polynomial obtained from g12) by
homogenizing (to degree d) with respect to x[l]. Let ~{G12)},(X[I]) be the corresponding
set of M2= (md)O(n,) polynomials R: IR
n ,+ 1 x IR n,+1 ~ IR of degree at most D2= (md)O(n,)
as in Proposition 2.4. Doubling the size of ~{G~2)},(X[I]) if necessary, we may assume
that - R is an element if R is. This set has the property that for each x[l] EIR n , and each
pair consisting of an element from CSP{x[2]~ g~2)(X[11, X[2])}; and a point X[l) E IR n, +1
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satisfying both X~I,~I;J60 and Aff(X[t]);::: x[l), there exists R e $Il{o12)};(X[I), such that
U - R(X[I). U) is not identically zero and factors linearly ITI ~(I). U where for some i,
Aff(~(I) is in the element.
Consequently. for each pair consisting of an element from CSP{x(2)~ g12)(X[I). x(2)h
and a point X[I) satisfying both X~I,~I ;J6 0 and Aff(X[I);::: X[I), there exist
Re$ll{012)};(x[I). ,Be~(n2+1,D2). OsjsD 2
uF)e{-l.O.l}. 1;:::0, .... D 2 •
satisfying the following three properties: (i) there is a unique zero 12 E IR of
-[II12~ R(X ,,B+ t2en 2+ 1) (4.2.1)
at which the sign of the Ith derivative of (4.2.1) is oV) for all I;::: O.... , D 2 ; (ii) the last
coordinate of
-(2).- d
j
-[I) -
X .- d J VuR(X .,B + t2en 2+ 1)
t 2
is positive, where Vu denotes the vector of derivatives with respect to the last n2+ 1
coordinates; (iii) Aff(X[2) is in the element. (In stating (ii) we are using that - R is an
element of ~{012)};(X[I) if R is.)
In particular. for each pair consisting of a tuple 1'(1);::: (PI. q[ll. u[l) e T(I) representing
a point X[I), and an element of CSp{X(2)~ g12)(x[J). x(2)h. there exist
RE$Il{012)h(X[I). ,BE~(n2+1.D2). OSjsD 2
u\2)e{-1.O./}. I=O, .... D2
such that if we define
where
p2)( l h t2) := (PI(tI). P2(t1. t2»
q21(11. t2) := (q[I)(t l). q(2)(tl• t2»
(4.2.2)
(4.2.3)
P2(tl• t2) := R[q[ll(tl).,B + t2en 2+1]
d j
q(2)(II. t2):=-dj VuR[q[l)(tl).,B + t2en 2+l ]
t 2
and if we let 11 E R be the unique point at which the sign of the Ith derivative of PI is
uP) for all 1= O•... , D I • then the following three properties are satisfied: (i) there is a
unique point 12 e R at which the sign of the Ith derivative of t2~ P2( 11.12 ) is uFI for all
1= O. .... D 2 ; (ii) q~~~I(It> 12) > 0; (iii) Aff(q[2](f1o 12» is in the element. Letting u 2 ) =
L(u[l). U[2]) and y<2) = (p2]. q2).u 2) . the tuple y<2) serves as a representation of the point
(X[I), x[2]):= (Aff(q[II(fI», Aff(q[2)(ft> 12))) ,
It should now be clear that not only for each element of CSP{g11)h does there exist a
tuple y<2) representing a point (x[ll, x(2) where X[I) is in the element, but, in fact. for
each element of the resulting partition CSP{x(2)~ g12)(x[l), x(2)h of IR n 2 there exists such
a tuple for which X(2) is in this latter element. Hence. for each S(l) E § and each S{2) E S{l)
there exists a tuple y<2) representing a point x 2) for which S{l)=S{I)(X[I) and S{2) =
S(2)(X2).
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Of course given 1'(1) ET(I) it is not the case that for every potential choice of R, P, j
and Ul2l, the resulting tuple r 2) = (p2l, q2l, u 2l) represents a point in IR"' x lR"l in the above
manner. Those tuples that do not represent points fall into three categories. First, we do
not consider tuples with U~2l ;t6 0 to represent points. Second, although u~2l=0 there may
not exist a zero 12of 12~ P2{ 11, t2 ) at which the sign of the lth derivative of this univariate
polynomial is uFl for all 1= 0, , D2 ; here, 11 is the unique zero of PI at which the lth
derivative ofPI is uPl for alii = 0, , D I. Third, there may exist a zero 12 of 12~ P2UI, (2 )
at which the sign of the lth derivative of this polynomial is uFl for all 1= 0, ... , D2 but
12l (- -) 0q"l+1 11,12 :5 •
If the tuple r 2) does not fall into any of the above three categories, then it does indeed
represent a unique point of IR"' x 1R"z. To see this let 11 E IR be the unique point at which
the sign of the lth derivative of PI is u~1] for all 1=0, ... , D I; then x[ll == qlllUI) is the
unique point represented by rl). Let 12 E IR be a point at which the sign of the lth derivative
of 12~ P2U.. t2) is u~2l for alii = 0, ... , D2 and for which q~~~IU" ~)> 0 (assuming r 2)
does not fall into any of the three categories). The fact that ql2lU., 12) ;t6 0 and the
definitions of P2 and ql2l imply that t2~ P2{1.. t2) ~ O. Consequently, assuming U~2l= 0,
Proposition 4.1.1 shows that 12 is the unique point at which the sign of the lth derivative
of t2~pi11 , t2 ) is uFl for all 1= 0, ... , D2 • The unique point represented by the tuple
is of course
(XlI], x l2l) == (Aff{qII]UI)), Aff{qI2lUI' 12))) ,
Let 1"(2) denote the set of all tuples r 2) representing points. Given r» ET(I), let T(2)(rl))
denote the set of tuples (p2l, q2l, U2l) E1"(2) satisfying (PI, qlll, u[ll) = r». Of course the
sets T(2){ 1'(1») form a disjoint partition of 1"(2).
As was already observed, for each S(l) E § there exists r» E T representing a point x lll
which satisfies S(I){xlll) = s». Moreover, for each S(2) E S(I) there exists r 2) E1"(2){rl))
representing a point X2l which satisfies S(2){x2l) = S(2).
For r 2) E 1"(2) define S(2){ r 2») to be the sign vector of {g,l, at the point represented by
r». For 1'(1) E 1"(1) define
S(I)( r l»):= {S(2){ r 2»); r 2) E 1"(2)( rl))}.
The observations of the preceding paragraph provide the fundamental identity
§={s(I){rl)); rI)E1"(I)}. (4.2.4)
Note that if 1"(2) is known, then 1"(1), and 1"(2){r l») for all r»E 1"(1), can be easily
constructed. Hence, (4.2.4) shows that we can easily construct § if we can construct 1"(2)
and if we can determine S(2){ 1'(2)) for every r 2) E 11"(2).
Let (P - Q)(I) be defined as earlier. Each pair (PI, qlll) E (P - Q)(I) and choice of
RE£iJl{G~2)},{XIll), {3EOO{n2+1,D2) and 0:5j:5D2 determine a pair (p2l,q2l)=
(P"P2' q[ll, ql2l) as defined by (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). Let (p_Q)(2) be the set of all such
pairs (p 21, q2l). In constructing 1"(2) we begin by constructing (P _ Q)(2).
Proposition 2.4{ii) shows that (P - Q)(2) can be constructed efficiently once we have
the coefficients of the polynomials {{tl' x!2l)~ GF)(qll]{tI), x I2l)},. Here, the polynomial
G~2) can be any non-zero constant multiple of the polynomial cW) obtained by homogeniz-
ing g~2) with respect to xlI]. {The set (P - Q)(2) constructed will depend on the particular
polynomials G~2) used but its properties relied on in the preceding analysis are independent
of the polynomials used.) To construct the coefficients, first expand G~2) in powers of the
variables in x l2l. For each of the resulting coefficient polynomials {a polynomial in the
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variables X{t] E R"·+t), compute the coefficients of a positive multiple of its composition
with the polynomial q{tl(/ t) using the interpolation algorithm of Lemma 2.7. The lemma
implies that the positive constant factor introduced may be assumed independent of the
particular coefficient polynomial defining the composition. Thus, we are able to obtain
the coefficients of an appropriate set of polynomials {(t" X(21)~ G~2)(q(tl(tt), x[2I»);.
Relying on Lemma 2.7, these coefficients can be computed from the coefficients of qlt l
and {g~2»); with (md)O("."z) operations, in time [ntnzlog(md)]o(t) using (md)O("I"z)
parallel processors. Then, relying on Proposition 2.4(ii), from these coefficients the set
(P - Q)(2) can be constructed with (md)O("I"z) operations, in time [nt n2log(md)]0(t)
using (md) O("I"Z) parallel processors.
Each tuple (p 2], q21, U21)E T(2) satisfies (p2], q21)E (P - Q) (2). To construct T(2) we need
to determine which pairs in (P- Q)(2)occur in elements ofT(Z), and we need to determine
the corresponding U21. We also want to determine the sign vector S (2)(1-.{2» of {gl); at the
point represented by y<2) for every y<2) E T(2). These goals can be accomplished as follows.
For each (p21, q21) E (P - Q)(2), determine the consistent sign assignments of the follow-
ing set of bivariate polynomials:
d'dt~ Pt(tt), 1=0, ... , D, (4.2.5)
d'dt~Pz(/h/2)' 1=0, . .. ,D2 (4.2.6)
q~tl~t(tt) (4.2.7)
q~~~t(th 12 ) (4.2.8)
GI(q21( tlJ 12», i= 1, • • • , m (4.2.9)
where GI is obtained by homogenizing gl with respect to x{t] and x
l21 separately. For
each choice of (p 2], q21) E (P - Q)(2) this can be accomplished with (md) O("I"Z) operations
using the algorithm of Proposition 2.5, in time [ntnz log(md)]o(t) using (md) O("I"Z) parallel
processors.
For each of the resulting consistent sign vectors u, let u~t) denote the coordinates
of u corresponding to (4.2.5). Define u~21 analogously with respect to (4.2.6). Let u 2 ] :=
(u(tl, u[2I). Let u(q~~~t), u(q~~~t) and u( GI ) denote the coordinates corresponding to
(4.2.7), (4.2.8) and (4.2.9), respectively.
Discard any of the consistent sign vectors for which either ubt]~ 0, ub21~ 0, u(q~~~I):S 0,
or u(q~~~t):S0. For each of the remaining vectors form the tuples
y<2) = (p21, q21, U21)
It should be apparent that T(2) is precisely the set of vectors thus obtained as (p21, q21)
ranges over the set (P - Q)(Z). Moreover, since u(q~tl~t)= u(q~~~t) = 1 for each of the
vectors a used in constructing a y<2), it is easy to prove that the sign of gl at the point
(.f[t), j(21) represented by y<2) is u(GI); hence, S(2)(y<2» = (u(G.), ... , u(Gm».
In all, it follows that § contains (md)O("I"z) sets as elements, each of which contains
(md)O(nz) consistent sign vectors. Moreover, § can be constructed with (md) O("I"Z)
operations in time [ntnzlog(md)]O(t) using (md)O("I"z) parallel processors. Also, it is
-easily verified from our propositions that if the coefficients of {gill are integers of bit
length at most L, then all numbers occurring during the Course of the operations are
integers ofbit length at most L( md) O("I"Z). Taking into account the bounds on constructing
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peS) given at the beginning of section 4.1, we have now established Theorem 1.1 for the
case of a single quantifier alternation.
5. A General Decision Method
In this section we generalize the method presented at the end of the previous section
to the case of an arbitrary number of quantifier alternations. The generalization is fairly
straightforward.
In what follows, x k ) will refer to the k-tuple of vectors of variables (x[I), ... , X[k).
Assume that we wish to determine if a sentence
(5.l)
is true, where Q" •.. , Qw are quantifiers. Again let gl" .. ,gm denote the polynomials
occurring in P, all assumed to be of degree at most d.
For each sign vector U E{-I, 0, l}" define B(u) E {O, l}" by (4.1.3), and again define
S(P) to be the set of all consistent sign vectors tr of {gJI for which I?(B(u» = 1. Relying
on Proposition 2.5, S(P) can be contructed from the coefficients of {glh with (md)OU:.n.)
operations plus (md)orr..n. ) calls to I? The construction can be accomplished in time
[(~k nd 10g(md)]O(1) +Time(I?, N) if (md)O(r..n.) processors are used for the operations
and N(md)O(r..n.) processors are used for the calls. Proposition 2.5 also provides
analogous bounds for the bit model assuming that the coefficients of {gJI are integers.
For x W ) E X;=I Rn., define S(w)(xw]) to be the sign vector of {gi}1 at x w). Assuming that
S(}+I)(x}+1) has been defined for all X}+I] E X}+I IR n• for x }) EX} IR n• define
k=I' k -I
S(})(x il ) := {S(}+I)(X}+1]); iiJ =x iJ } .
Define
§:= {SO)(X[I]); x[l] E IR n , } .
Before continuing, the reader should be clear on the fact that (5.l) is true if and only
if the sentence
(Q1S(1) E §)( Q2S(2) E So» ... (QwS(w) E S(w-I)[S(w) E S(P)]
is true. Thus, as before, we can easily determine if the sentence (5.l) is true if we can
construct § .
We begin working towards a construction of §.
Define {g~w)}I:= {glh and mw:= m. For j = I, ... , w -I, recursively compute the set
{g~})}1 of polynomials in x Jl EX~=l IR n• from the set {g~}+I)}1 as in section 3; the iden-
tifications to make with the notation of that section are {giL ~ {gY+')h and {hl} 1~ {g~})h .
As is determined by inductively invoking Proposition 3.4, the number of polynomials in
{gY)h is m}:5 (md)20(W-Jlf1bJn•. Inductively invoking Proposition 3.4 also shows that the
degrees of the polynomials in {g~})}1 are bounded by d}= (md)20(W-Jlf1b Jn• and the number
of operations required to construct them from {g~}+l)h is (md)20(w-')U:'S,n.)(f]b,n.). The
construction can be accomplished in time [2 0 (w-})U:
k
. nk)(Ok>} nk) 10g(md)]O(l) using
(md)20(W-JI(r..",n.)([).>,n.) processors. S J
If i W ] and xw] are in the same element of the connected sign partition CSP{g~w)}1 of
X;-I lR n• th en, trivially, S(w)(iw])= S(w)(xw]). More generally, assume it is known that if
i}+l) and X}+I) are in the same element of the partition CSP{gy+I)}1 of X~:\ lR n., then
S(}+I)(i}+']) =S(}+I)(X}+I]). It then follows from the definitions of S(})(x }]) and the projec-
ted connected sign partition PCSP{gY+I)}/ of X~=llRn. that if iiJ and xiJ are in the same
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element of PCSP{g~j+t)h,S{j)(xil) = S{j)(.x il). Consequently, because CSP{g~j)}1 is at least
as fine as PCSP{g~j+')h as we saw in section 3, it then follows that if xii and xii are in
the same element of CSP{gY)}h S{j)(xil) = S{j)(xil).
Let fJIl{J):= fJIl{g~I)}1 be as in Proposition 2.2. Thus, fJIl{J) is a set of
M , = (mIdI) O(n,) =:; (md)20(~lnAnA
polynomials R: IR n,+1 -'; IR of degree at most
D I = (m,d,)O{n,) =:; (md)20(WlnAnA.
Enlarging fJIl{1) if necessary, we assume that if R E fJIl{J) then -R E fJIl{J). As we have seen,
each choice of R E fJIl{J), PE oo(nl + 1, D I) and o=:; i=:; D , can be used to define a pair
p[I]: IR -'; IR, q[J]: IR -'; IRn,+1 as follows:
p[I](I,):= R(P + IIen,+I)
d l
q[l](ll) :=-dIVR(P + Ilen,+I)'
t l
Again we let (P - Q){J) denote the set of resulting pairs.
As we have also seen, for each element of CSP{g~l)h there is a point in the element
represented by a tuple (p[I), q[J], u[J]) for some (p[J}, q[l}) E (P - Q)tJ) and some u~l] E
{-I,O, I}, !=O, ... ,D,.
Invoking Proposition 2.2, the set (P - Q){J) can be constructed with (m,d,)o(n,) =:;
(md)20(WlnAnA operations in time [2'"(Ok Ilk) 10g(md)]0(1) using (md)20(WlnAnA parallel pro-
cessors.
We will now recursively construct sets (P - Q){j). Assume that (P - Q)U-I) is a set of
mj_1 =:; (md)20(WlnAnA pairs (pj-I), qj-I]) where
j-'
pj-I]:lRj-I-,;lRj-1 and qj-I]:lRj-l~X IRnA+I .
k=1
• I )20 (w1nAssume that the degrees of these polynomials are bounded by di - I =:; (md AnA.
Let GY) be any non-zero constant multiple of the polynomial obtained from gy) by
homogenizing (to degree dj ) with respect to each X[k], k = 1, ... .I -1, separately. Let
fJIl{j):= fJIl ( GY)}I(Xi-I]) be as in Proposition 2.4. Thus fJIl{j) contains
h1
j
=:; (mJdj)o{nJ) =:; (md)20(w-JlnA"JnA
polynomials each of degree at most
D, =:; (mJ~) D(nJ) -s (md)20(W-lln"'I'A.
Enlarging fJIl{j) if necessary, we assume that if R E fJIl{j) then - R E fJIl{j).
In what follows, Iii denotes a vector of j variables, Ij-I) denotes its projection onto
the first j - 1 variables and Ij denotes the last variable.
Each choice of
(pi-I], q]-l]) E (P- Q){j-I), R E !Yl{j), PE oo(nj+ 1, Dj ) , O=:; i=:; o,
can be used to define a pair pil: IRj -'; IR j, qi}: IR j -'; xi = I IR nA+1 as follows:
pil(til):= (pj-I)(tj-I]), p[j)(Ij))
qil(til):= (qj-l](tj-I]), q[]](l iI»
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where
p[JJ(lJJ):= R(qJ-J)(tJ- I), f3 + tjenJ+I)
. d'
q[J)( t JJ ) := - V R(qJ-I)(tJ-I]) f3 + t,e )dt; U 'J n)+1 ,
Vu denoting the vector of derivatives with respect to the last nJ + 1 coordinates.
Let (P - Q)<J) denote the set comprised of the resulting pairs. Then (P - Q)(J) consists
of
mj s (mj_I~DJ)o(J> s (md)20 (W>n.n.
polynomials of degree at most
dj S O(dj_IDj) S (md)2
0 (W)n.n-.
We construct the set (P - Q)(J) from (P - Q)(J-J) analogously to the way in which we
constructed (P - Q)<i) from (P - Q)(J) in section 4.2. Assume that (p J-Jl, qJ-I]) E
(P - Q)(J-l). First, letting O~J) denote the homogenization (to degree dj) of g~j) with
respect to each X[k], k =1, ... ,j -I, separately, expand Oy) in powers of the variables
in xU). For each of the resulting coefficient polynomials (a polynomial in the variables
XJ-I) E X{":'\ IR n. + I), compute the coefficients of a positive multiple of its composition
with the polynomial qi-I)(tJ- I) using the interpolation algorithm of Lemma 2.7. The
lemma implies that the positive constant factor introduced may be assumed independent
of the particular coefficient polynomial defining the composition. Consequently, we are
able to obtain the coefficients of a set of polynomials {(lJ-I], xU) _ Gy)(qJ-I](tJ- I]),
x[}])}, where GY> is a positive multiple of Oy) .
The expansion of Oy> can be accomplished with df(L'$)n.) operations performed in
time [(LkSJ nJ) 10g(dj)]O(I) using df(L'$)n.) parallel processors. To compute efficiently a
positive multiple of the composition of a coefficient polynomial with s':". one can first
compute multiples of the vectors qJ-l)( fJ- I) , where fJ-1] E {O, I, ... , dii_I}J-I, by inter-
polation. This can be accomplished with (Lk<-bnd(di -ldJ)o(J) operations in time
[j10g([Lk<J nkJdj_ldJ)]OCI) using (Lk<J nd(dj_ldJ) (j) parallel processors. The positive
constant introduced may be assumed to be independent of the vector. The value of the
coefficient polynomial at any of the resulting vectors can then be computed with dfcL.<J"')
operations in time [(Lk<J nk) 10g(dJ)]o(J) using df(L.<)n.) parallel processors. Because the
coefficient polynomials are all homogeneous of the same degree in X J- Jl, the computed
compositions will be positive multiples of the actual composition of the coefficient
polynomials with qJ-Jl, the constant multiple introduced being independent of the
coefficient polynomials. Relying on Lemma 2.7, it follows that the coefficients of
{(t J- IJ, xU) _ Gy)(~J-Jl{tJ-Jl, xU])}, can be computed from the coefficients of qJ-Jl and
{g~J)}, with (md)2 0 ( W n.n. operations, in time [2w <Ok nk) log(md)]O(1) using (md)20(Wln. n•
parallel processors. Then, relying on Proposition 2.4(ii), from these coefficients the set
(P - Q)U> can be constructed with the same operation and time bounds.
As in the previous section, define T(I) to be the set of tuples
-pI) =(Ph q[J], u~I], . .. , u~~) E (P - Q)(I) x {-I,O,l}D1+ 1
which are not contained in any of the following three categories: (i) U~I];=0; (ii) there
does not exist fl E IR at which the sign of PI is u~Jl for all 1= 0, , D I ; (iii) there exists
fl E IR at which the sign ofthe Ith derivative ofPI is u~1] for all I =0, , D I but q~II~I(fI)S O.
(5.2)
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As we saw, for each y<1) there exists a unique fl at which the sign of the lth derivative
of PI is u~1] for all 1= 0, . . . , D I. This point fl satisfies q~IJI(fI)> o. The unique point
represented by y<1) is x[I]:= Aff(q~I,~I(fI». As we also saw, each element of CSP{g~I)}/
has a point represented by some r»E TO) and, thus, for each S(I)e § there exists y<1) e TO)
representing a point x(J] for which S(I) = S(I)(X[I]) .
Assume that T(i- I) £; (P- Q)(j_I)XXf~ll {-I,0, I}D.+I has been defined in such a way
that for each
,...(/-1) = (pi-Il qi-Il ui-Il) = (p p. qi-Il 0'[11 u li - I]) e TU-I)1 ..." " I,· ·., )-1, , , ... ,
there exists a unique fi-l]eRi-1 at which the sign of (d'/dt~)Pk(fi-ll) is U~kl for all
k = 1, ... ,j -1; 1= 0, . .. , Di, Then we can inductively define
TU)= U TU>(y<i- I»
r}-l)eT<}-I)
where TU)(y<J-I) is the set of those tuples
y<J)=(pil,qil,ui])e(P_Q)U>x X{-1,0, I}D.+1
kQI
f~r which (pi-I], qi-Il, U i - I ]) = TU-I) and for which none ofthe following three conditions
are satisfied: (i) ubll ¢ 0; (il) there does not exist ~ E R at which the sign of
d' (-i-I] )li~-d,Pi I ,Iiti
is u~ll for all 1= 0, ... , Db where fi-I] is as above; (iii) there exists ~ at which the sign
of (5.2) is u~ll for all 1= 0, ... , DJ , but q~~I(~)s o.
Inductively, the same argument that was used in the preceding section to prove that
each element of T(2) represented a unique point can be used to prove that each element
of TU) represents a unique point. Specifically, for each y<i) ETU} there exists a unique
fllERi at which the sign of (d'/dl~)PI(fkl) is U~k] for all k=I, .. . ,j; I=O, ... .Di,
Moreover, q~~~I(fk])> ° for all k = 1, ... ,j. The point represented by y<J) is
xll := (Aff[q[I](fI])], . .. , Aff[qUl(fJl)]) EX R"·.
k=1
The following fact is not difficult to establish inductively. For each ordered tuple
(S(I), •• . ,SU» where S(I) E§ and S(k+l) E S(k), there exists y<i) ETU> representing a point
xll for which S(k) = S(k)(Xk]) for all k = 1, ... ,j. We have already seen that this is true for
j = 1. The inductive step proceeds by showing that if y<i- I) represents a point xi-I], then
for each element of the partition CSP{xlJ ]~ gP)(xi - Jl, x[ll)h there exists y<J) ETU)(y<J-I)
representing a point (x i - I l , xli]) for which xUl is in the element. (If the reader is still
unclear on this, the argument that such a y<i) exists is obtained by simply replacing 2
withj and 1 withj -1 in the analogous argument towards the end of the preceding section).
For y<w)e T(w) define S(w}(y<w» to be the sign vector of {g,h at the point represented
by r-: Assuming that S(i+I)(y<J+I) has been defined for all tv:» ETU+I), for y<J) ETU)
define
S(i>(y<i»:= {Su+l)( y<J+I»; y<J+I) ETU+I)( y<J»}.
The observations of the preceding paragraph provide the fundamental identity
§={S(J)(y<I); y<I)ET(J)}. (5.3)
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(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.4)
i= 1, ... , m,
Of course if T<....) is known, then TO), and T(J+I)( 'Pi» for all 'Pi) E T(J), can be easily
constructed for all j = 1, ... , ta -1. Hence, (5.3) shows that we can easily construct § if
we can construct T< ) and if we can determine S<....)('P....» for every 'Pw ) E T(w).
For each pair (p l, qWl)E (P - Q)<....) determine the consistent sign vectors for the
following set of w-variate polynomials;
d' k]
dttPk(t), k=I, . . . ,w;I=O, .. . ,Dk
q~~i,(tkl), k =1, ... , w
where G;: X;=llRn.+ 1 t-+ IR is obtained by separately homogenizing g; with respect
to each vector of variables X[k l• For each choice of (p .... l, qW]) this can be accomplished
with (md)20
Iw>n.n.
using the algorithm of Proposition 2.5. It can be done in time
[20 (....'ot, nk) 10g(md)]O(l) using (md)20Iw>n.n. processors.
For each of the resulting consistent sign vectors a, let a ....1= (u[l], ..• , u[.... l) denote the
f d· di (5 4) h [k] ( [k] [k]) L ([k])vector 0 coor mates correspon 10g to . ,were a = uo , ... , uv,. et tr qn,+1
and u( G;) denote the coordinates corresponding to (5.5) and (5.6).
Discard any of the consistent sign vectors for which either U~k] ~ 0 for some k or for
which u(q~~il)::50 for some k. For each of the remaining vectors form the tuples
T(.... )= (p ....l, q.... l, tr ....1) .
Then T<w) is precisely the set of tuples thus obtained as (p ....l, q....l) ranges over all pairs
from (P - Q)(w). Moreover, since u(q~~il)= 1 (for all k) for each of the vectors a used
in constructing a 'Pw >, it is easy to prove that the sign of g; at the point x....1 represented
by 'Pw ) is u( G;); hence S<....)('Pw» = u(G).
The preceding arguments establish the following proposition; the bit length bounds
are routine, but tedious, to verify.
PROPOSITION 5.1. The family § ofsets consists of (md)20Iwln.n, sets and can be constructed
with (md)20Cwln.n. operations (no divisions), in time [2Wmk nd 10g(md)]O(l) using
(md)2
0Cw>n.n.
parallel processors. If the coefficients of {gil, are integers ofbit length at most
L, then all numbers occurring during the construction will be integers of bit length at most
L(md)20Iw>n.n•. Consequently, L(log L)(log log L)(md)20lw>n.n. sequential bit operations
suffice to construct §, or time (log L)[2w<nknk) 10g(md)]O(l) using L2(md)20
IW)n.n. parallel
processors.
Taking into account the operation and time bounds for constructing P(S) given at the
beginning of the section, the proof of Theorem 1.1 follows easily.
We record an aspect of the preceding development which will be crucial in our design
of a quantifier elimination method.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let S(P) be the set of all consistent sign vectors a of {gili for which
P(B(u» = 1. Let {hili denote the set of all polynomials of the forms (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6)
obtained as (pw], q.... l) ranges over (P - Q)<....). Let S denote the consistent sign vectors of
{hili. Then the truth or falsity of the sentence (5.1) can be determined from S(P) and S
with (md)20(W>n.n. operations, in time [2W(Ok nd 10g(md)]O(l) using (md)20lw>n.n. parallel
processors.
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The bounds in the above proposition hold for the real number model, and the bit
model, of computation since the coefficients of {g,h play no role in the computations,
both 8(P) and 8 being assumed known in the proposition.
6. Towards a Quantifier Elimination Method
6.1. In this section we consider formulae of the form
(QIX[I) e lR"a) •• • (Q",x[w] e IR"~ )P(y, x[ll, .. . ,x[",]) (6.1.1)
where y =(YI' . •. ,y,) are free variables and P is a quantifier free formula. A "quantifier
elimination method" is an algorithm, which given an arbitrary formula of the form (6.1.1),
constructs an "equivalent" quantifier free formula P(y), i.e. ye IR' satisfies P(y) if and
only if the sentence obtained by substituting y into (6.1.1) is true.
In this section we reduce the problem of designing an efficient quantifier elimination
method to another problem which is solved in Part III.
Assume that gl, . . . , g~ : Ill'x (X;-I lIl"k) ~ IR are the polynomials occurring in the atomic
predicates of (6.1.1), all of degree at most d;:: 2.
Now we formalize what we will refer to as the "quantifier elimination problem" . The
problem is to design an algorithm which, given an arbitrary formula (6.1.1), "efficiently"
constructs a quantifier free formula of a particular simple form . The form is
where
, s,
V 1\ U;j(y)ilijO)
' -I J ul
(6.1.2)
I s (md)20C~lmk"k;
20C- lnJls(md) k"k;
the degree oflij is at most (md)20C~lflk"k;
il l) is any of the standard relations (1.1).
By "efficiently" construct, we mean with (md)20C~l'lh"k operations (no divisions) plus
(md)O(I+r.k"k) calls to I?; the construction should be accomplished in time
[2"'/<n k nk) log(md)]o(t) +Time(IP, N) using (md)20CWllnl". processors for the operations
and N(md) O(l+r.k"k) processors for the calls (for all N;:: 1). If the coefficients of {glh are
integers of bit length at most L, we require that all numbers computed during the course
of the operations be integers of bit length at most L(md)2
0C
- )/lIk"k, and we require the
coefficients of the polynomials I I) to be integers of bit length at most (L+ l)(md)20CW'nk"k.
In this section we show that the ideas developed in the preceding section can be used
to reduce the quantifier elimination problem to the following problem, which we will
refer to as the " target problem."
Let {hlh denote a set of .«. polynomials hi : IR' x IR'" of degree at most ~. For y e Ill'
define 8(y) to be the set of consistent sign vectors of {,w] ~ 1I1(y, ,w])h and define
§:= {8(y); YE IR'}.
The target problem is this. Design an algorithm which, given arbitrary I, w, ~, .«.,
hI, ... ,h.1I and given arbitrary 8 E §, "efficiently" constructs a quantifier free formula
Ps(y) which is satisfied by y E IR' if and only if 8(y) =8. By "efficiently" construct we
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mean with (..tlS})O('w) operations (no divisions) in time [leo 10g(..tlS})]0(J) using (..tlS})O(lw)
parallel processors. The formula Ps(y) should be of the form
1 J.
V 1\ (hij(y)Aij(O)
' =1 )=1
where
t « (..tls})O('w);
Jj:S (..tlS})O(w);
the degree of hij is at most (.JlS})O(w);
Aij is any of the standard relations (1.1).
Finally, if the coefficients of {h,}, are integers of bit length at most L, we require that all
numbers occurring during the construction be integers of bit length at most L(..tlS})O(wl)
and we require the coefficients of the polynomials hij be integers of bit length at most
(L+ 1)(..tlS}) o(w).
Before presenting the reduction we wish to notify the reader of the following. At the
end of the section we record a proposition that we feel is important, although it is not
important in the series.
6.2. Now we present the reduction of the quantifier elimination problem to the target
problem. We leave several of the arguments for the interested reader to fill in (especially
the complexity arguments), because they are obtained by mimicing the arguments of
section 5 in a very obvious way.
We will use the following proposition which is just a restatement of Proposition 3.10.2
from Part I. Its use will be exactly analogous to the use of Proposition 2.4 in the preceding
section.
PROPOSITION 6.2.1. Assume that g~j>:IR' x (Xi=llR"k)~IR, i== 1, . . . , mJ are polynomials
ofdegree at most dJ• Let Op> be any non-zero constant multiple of the polynomial obtained
from gp> by homogenizing (to degreedj) with respect to each X[k], k:::::: 1, .. , ,j -1, separately.
Define mj:== min{mjo nil. There exists a set gz{O~J>},(y, xj-I]) of M{:::::: (mjdJ)O("j> poly-
nomials R:IR'x(Xi _llR"k+I)~1R of degree at most Dj::::::j(mjdj)O("j with the following
properties:
(i) for each (y, Xj- I]) :::::: (y, XU], ... , XU-I]) EIR' x (X{-:.\ lR"k+l) satisfying X~~~I;:C 0
for all k, and for each element of CSP{xU]~ g,(y, X)-I], xU])}, where
X)-I]:== (xU], •• . , XU-I]), X[k]::::::: Aff(X[k]),
there exists R E gz{O~J>},(y, XJ-I]) such that U ~ R(y, xj-I), U) is not identically
zero and factors linearly (over the complex numbers) 0, g(1) • U where for some i,
Aff(g(l» is in the element;
(ii) for any system of polynomials
J-I
qJ-I]:IR' xlR)-1~ X lR"k+1
k-I
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of degree at most d)-I;;:= 1 and for any f3 E IR ,the entire set of polynomials in
(y, t)-I], ~)
(y, t)-I], t) ~ R[y, q)-I](y, t)-IJ), f3+ tjenj+l]
( )-1] ) ~V R[ )-1]( )-1]) ]y,t ,t) ~d i u y,q y,t ,f3+~enj+I' i=O, ••. ,D)tj
obtainedfrom all R E ~{GY)},(y, Xj-I]) can be constructedfrom f3 and the coefficients
of {(y, t)-l], xlll) ~ GY)(y, q)-I](y, t)-IJ), xl)]»), with (jdj_I)OU+I)(m)dj)O«)+i)nj)
operations in time [(j+ l)nj 10g(dj_Imjdj)]O(l) using (jdj_I)O()+I)(mjdj)O«j+l)nj)
parallel processors; if the coefficients off3 and
{(y, t)-I], xllJ ) ~ GY)(y, q)-I](y, t)-I]), xlil)},
are integers ofbit length at most L, then all numbers occurring during the construction
are integers ofbit length at most [L+I(jdj_I)O(l)](mjd)O(nj).
Let {g1w»),:= {gil,. Forj~ 1, ... , w -1, recursively compute the set {gY)}, of polynomials
in (y, x)]) E IR' x (XLIlRnk) from the set {gy+l)l, as in section 3; the identifications to
make with the notation of that section are {gil; ~ {gY+l)}; and {hi}, ~ {gY)};.
Let ~(I):= ~(I){gY)}'(y) be as in Proposition 2.3 and let D I = (md)201-ln.n. denote a
bound on the degrees of the polynomials in ~(I). Enlarging ~(I) if necessary, we assume
that if R E[!fl(I) then -R E~(I). Each choice of R E~(I), f3 E OO(n,+l, D I ) and Osis D I
can be used to define a pair p[I]: IR' x IR -41R, q[I]: IR' x IR -4lR n ,+ 1 as follows:
p[I](y, t l) := R(y, f3 + tlen.+I)
di
q[I](y, t l):= dt; V uR(y, f3+ tlen,+I),
V u denoting the vector of derivatives with respect to the last nl+ 1 coordinates. Let
(P- Q)(I)(y) denote the resulting set of pairs.
We now recursively define sets (P - Q)()(y). Assume that (P - Q)(j-I)(y) has been
defined.
Let GY) be any non-zero constant multiple of the polynomial obtained from g}i) by
homogenizing (to degree dj ) with respect to each X[k], k =1, ... ,j - I, separately. Let
~(j):= ~{G1)},(y, X)-I])be as in Proposition 6.1.1. Enlarging ~(j) if necessary, we assume
that if R E [!flU> then - R E !?llU). It is not difficult to prove that Dj =(md)20C--Jlnh,J"k is
an upper bound on the degrees of the polynomials in ~U). Each choice of (p)-I], q)-I]) E
(P - Q)u-I)(y), R E ~(j), f3 E OO(nj+1, Dj ) and Os is D, can be used to define a pair
p)]: IR ' x lR
i -4lRi , s":IR ' x lR i -4X{=I IR nk+1 as follows:
pll(y, tll):= (pi-I](y, ti-I]), plll(y, tll»
qj](y, t il):= (qi-I](y, ti- I]), q!l](y, til»
where
p[ll(y, t)]):= R(y, q)-IJ(t)-I]), f3 + tjenJ+I)
q[)](y t)]):= d
i
. V R(y qi-I](ti-I]) f3 + t,e ), dt ~ u, , J nj+1
J
Vu denoting the vector of derivatives with respect to the last n)+ 1 coordinates. Let
(P - Q)U>(y) denote the set of resulting pairs ir". qil).
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(6.2.1)
(6.2.2)
(6.2.3)i=l, ... ,m
With (pwl, qWl) E (P - Q)(w)(y) is associated with the following set of polynomials:
d' k]dt~ Pk(y, t), k = 1, ... , w; 1= 0, . .. , Dk
q~~~,(y, t k ] ) , k = 1, . " , w
where G, :IR'x(X;=IIR"·+I)~1Ris obtained by separately homogenizing g, with respect
to each vector of variables Xlkl.
Let {IlJi denote the set of all polynomials of the forms (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3)
obtained as ir: qWl) ranges over (P- Q)(w)(y). By mimicing the arguments of section
5 it is not difficult to show that {Ili}' contains
.A-l =(md)20 (Wllhn • (6.2.4)
polynomials, all of which are of degree at most
fil=(md)20 (W1fl.". (6.2.5)
Moreover, {Il i}, can be constructed with (md)20(w)' 1I .". operations (no divisions) in time
[2wl(nk nk) 10g(md)]O(1) using (md)20(Wl'lh". parallel processors. Also, if the coefficients
of {gil i are integers of bit length at most L, all numbers occurring during the construction
will be integers of bit length at most (L+ 1)(md)2
0
(
Wlfl."•.
If one substitutes specific values y for y, the system (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) becomes
precisely the system (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), but with respect to the polynomials
{x wl t-7gi(y, xWl)},. Consequently, Proposition 5.2 shows that the method of section 5
allows one to determine efficiently if the sentence
(Q,xl ' l E IR"') ... (Qwxlwl E lR"w )P(y, xlJ], • • " x lwl) (6.2.6)
is true solely from the consistent sign vectors of the polynomials {t w] t-71l,(y, twl)} , and
the set S(P) consisting of consistent sign vectors a of {gJ, which satisfy P(B(u» =1
(where B(u) is as defined by (4.1.3) .)
The arguments at the beginning of section 4 show that S(P) can be constructed with
(md)o(l+~.".)operations and (md)O('+E.".) calls to P. These can be accomplished in time
[(1+ LI< nd 10g(md)]0(1) +Time(P, N) if (md)O(l+En.) processors are used for the oper-
ations and N(md) O(HE".) processors are used for the calls. If the coefficients of {g,l, are
integers of bit length at most L, all numbers occurring during the construction are integers
of bit length at most L(md)O(l+E .".).
For y E IR' let S(y) denote the set of consistent sign vectors of {t wl t-7 Il,(y, tWl)} ,. Let
§:= {S(y); y E IR'}. Proposition 5.1 shows that § consists of at most (Alfil)O(lw) sets;
Proposition 2.5 shows that each of these sets contains at most (.A-lfil)O(w) elements.
Moreover, Proposition 5.1 shows that § can be constructed with (.A-lSJ)O(lw) operations
in time [lw 10g(.A-lfil)] 0(1) using (.A-lfil)O(lw) parallel processors.
Let §* ~ § consist precisely of those sets S E § corresponding to true sentences, i.e.
(6.2.6) is true if S(y) =S.
Given S E § and the set S(P), Proposition 5.2 shows that the method of section 5 allows
one to determine if S E §* with (md)2
0
(W)fh". operations, in time [2W m"nk) 10g(md)]O(l)
using (md)2
0
(W)fl.". parallel processors. (As mentioned after Proposition 5.2, these oper-
ations can be taken as bit operations; the coefficients of {g,l, play no role in the
determination since Sand S(P) have already been constructed.)
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Now assume that we have solved the target problem. Using the relations (6.2.4) and
(6.2.5), and accounting for the bounds established in the preceding discussion, it then
follows that we can construct the quantifier free formula
(6.2.7)
within the operation and time bound required by the quantifier elimination problem.
Moreover, this formula will be of the simple form (6.1.2), and if the coefficients of {g;}1
are integers, all numbers occurring during the course of the operations will be integers
with bit lengths of the required size.
As the quantifier free formula (6.2.7) is easily seen to be equivalent to (6.1.1), we have
thus reduced the quantifier elimination problem to the target problem.
Before concluding, we record a proposition that we feel is important, although it does
not playa role in the next paper.
Let {g~O)h denote the set of polynomials g~O): IR l --)0 IR obtained from {g~l)} i as in section
3; the identifications to . make with the notation of that section are {g;}1 ~ {g~I)}I'
{hi}; ~ {g~O)h. The following proposition is easily proven.
PROPOSITION 6.2.2. Given a formula (6.1.l), there exists a set {g~O)h of (md)20Iwln.n.
polynomials g~O): IR l --)o IR ofdegree at most (md)2o (w>n.n. with the property that ifJ' and yare
in the same element of CSP{g~O)}I and if the sentence obtained from (6.1.l) by substituting
y for y is true, then the sentence obtained by substituting yfor y is true. The set {g~O)h can
be constructed from the coefficients of {gl}; with (md)20IW>m.n• operations (no divisions) in
time [2"'l(Ok nd 10g(md)]O(l) using (md)2
0Iw>In.n.
parallel processors. If the coefficients of
{glh are integers of bit length at most L, then the construction requires
L(log L)(log log L)(md)20IW>tn . n•
sequential bit operations, or time
(log L)[2"'/mk nd 10g(md)]O(l)
if L2(md)20 IW>;n.n. parallel processors are used; moreover, the coefficients of {g~O)}1 will then
be integers of bit length at most (L+ l)(md)20(W)II.n-.
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